INORGANIC VENTURES INC -- THALLIUM 1000 UG/ML (0.1% W/V) -- 6630-00N052089

Product Identification

Product ID: THALLIUM 1000 UG/ML (0.1% W/V)
MSDS Date: 03/01/1991
FSC: 6630
NIIN: 00N052089
MSDS Number: BVLQQ

Responsible Party

Company Name: INORGANIC VENTURES INC
Address: 195 LEHIGH AVE SUITE 4
City: LAKEWOOD
State: NJ
ZIP: 08071
Country: US

Info Phone Num: 800-669-6799
Emergency Phone Num: 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
CAGE: 0EK28

Contractor Identification

Company Name: INORGANIC VENTURES INC
Address: 195 LEHIGH AVE STE 4
Box: City: LAKEWOOD
State: NJ
ZIP: 08701-5000
Country: US
Phone: 800-669-6799
CAGE: 0EK28

Composition/Information on Ingredients

Ingredient: NO INGREDIENT FOR THIS FORMULATION

Fire Fighting Measures

Extinguishing Media: USE APPROPRIATE FOR SURROUNDING FIRE.
Fire Fighting Procedures: USE NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED SCBA AND FULL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
Unusual Fire/Explosion Hazard: NOT APPLICABLE.

Exposure Controls/Personal Protection

Supplemental Safety and Health

Physical/Chemical Properties

Boiling Pt: B.P. Text: 212F, 100C
Spec Gravity: 1 (H2O=1)
Solubility in Water: COMPLETE
Appearance and Odor: CLEAR, COLORLESS SOLUTION WITH SLIGHT ODOR.

Stability and Reactivity Data

Stability Indicator/Materials to Avoid: YES
ORGANIC MATERIALS, STRONG REDUCING AGENTS.
Stability Condition to Avoid: NOT APPLICABLE.
Disclaimer (provided with this information by the compiling agencies): This information is formulated for use by elements of the Department of Defense. The United States of America in no manner whatsoever, expressly or implied, warrants this information to be accurate and disclaims all liability for its use. Any person utilizing this document should seek competent professional advice to verify and assume responsibility for the suitability of this information to their particular situation.

INORGANIC VENTURES INC -- THALLIUM 10,000 UG/ML (0.1% W/V) -- 6630-00N052090

-------------- Product Identification --------------

Product ID: THALLIUM 10,000 UG/ML (0.1% W/V)
MSDS Date: 03/01/1991
FSC: 6630
NIIN: 00N052090
MSDS Number: BVLOQ

Company Name: INORGANIC VENTURES INC
Address: 195 LEHIGH AVE SUITE 4
City: LAKEWOOD
State: NJ
ZIP: 08071
Country: US
Info Phone Num: 800-669-6799
Emergency Phone Num: 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
CAGE: 0EK28

-------------- Contractor Identification --------------
Company Name: INORGANIC VENTURES INC
Address: 195 LEHIGH AVE SUITE 4
Box: City: LAKEWOOD
State: NJ
ZIP: 08071-5000
Country: US
Phone: 800-669-6799
CAGE: 0EK28

-------------- Composition/Information on Ingredients --------------

Ingredient Name: NO INGREDIENT FOR THIS FORMULATION_INGREDIENT

-------------- Fire Fighting Measures --------------

Extinguishing Media: USE APPROPRIATE FOR SURROUNDING FIRE.
Fire Fighting Procedures: USE NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED SCBA AND FULL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
Unusual Fire/Explosion Hazard: NOT APPLICABLE.

------------------- Exposure Controls/Personal Protection -------------------

Supplemental Safety and Health

---------------------- Physical/Chemical Properties ----------------------

Boiling Pt: B.P. Text: 212F, 100C
Spec Gravity: 1 (H*20=1)
Solubility in Water: COMPLETE
Appearance and Odor: CLEAR, COLORLESS SOLUTION WITH SLIGHT ODOR.

------------------- Stability and Reactivity Data -------------------

Stability Indicator/Materials to Avoid: YES
ORGANIC MATERIALS, STRONG REDUCING AGENTS.
Stability Condition to Avoid: NOT APPLICABLE.

Disclaimer (provided with this information by the compiling agencies):
This information is formulated for use by elements of the Department of Defense. The United States of America in no manner whatsoever, expressly or implied, warrants this information to be accurate and disclaims all liability for its use. Any person utilizing this document should seek competent professional advice to verify and assume responsibility for the suitability of this information to their particular situation.